Quran unchanged - Really?
Muslims generally believe about their Holy Book:
"Not one word of its 114 chapters, Suras, has been changed over the centuries, so that the Quran is in every detail
the unique and miraculous text which was revealed to Muhammad fourteen centuries ago."1
Such statements are based on these promises of Allah in the Quran:
"Indeed, it is We who sent down the Qur'an and indeed, We will be its guardian." (Surah 15:9)2
In order to avoid the logical fallacy of circular reasoning - I believe the Quran is unchanged because the Quran says
it is unchanged - this belief needs to be supported by evidence outside the Quran. Does it measure up with the
facts?
Dr Daniel Brubaker3 convincingly argues that this is not the case in his book, "Corrections in Early Qurʾān
Manuscripts: Twenty Examples"4 published on 21 May 2019 (see picture below):

The scholar of Qur’an manuscripts of the 7th to 10th centuries provides photographic evidence for his findings. It is
highly recommended to buy a copy of the book to study the subject in more detail. In it the author writes:
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https://quran.com/15/9 see also https://quran.com/41/42
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"Whereas I had documented some 800 physical corrections in my dissertation, I have by now noted thousands and
there is no end in sight."5
What follows is a summary of the evidence. 6 In order to better understand it, here are some introductionary
explanations of what you are about to study.
The corrections to be discussed concern consonantal variants and NOT different Qira’at, or Ahruf variants. The
latter are said to be acceptable, different readings7 agreed upon mainly by the prophet of Islam.
Consonantal variants, on the other hand, have to do with the bare Arabic words themselves, better known as the
Rasm, or the actual lettered Arabic script which make up the Arabic words. The Arabic skeletal script are letters
without diacritical marks (dots above and below the letters) - These are the letters without any vowelization. Both
did not exist in the 7th century AD.8
Some Muslim scholars say these examples are simply copyist errors. This is true of some of the verses under
discussion. They can be detected by a comparison with other manuscripts. However, what are we to make of
numerous ones that are cleary not copyist errors because no such detection is possible?
The method to determine copyist errors is called textual criticism.9 This academic discipline can be rightfully used
to establish what the original manuscripts said. The more manuscript copies ones has, the better this process can
be applied. Whereas there are about 25,00010 early manuscripts of the New Testament (Injil11), there are
comparatively fewer manuscripts preserved of the Quran. This is strange considering the fact that early New
Testament manuscripts were mostly written on less durable papyrus during times of persecution. The later Quranic
manuscripts were mainly written on more durable parchments during times when Islam ruled. The reason for the
existence of fewer Quran manuscripts is probably connected with the fact that those that differed were burnt
during the time of Uthman, the third Caliph12. They were washed and written over in the case of the Sana'a
palimpsest13. They were sunk into the river Nile14 in the beginning of the 20st century.
At any rate, in comparison with Biblical manuscripts, textual criticism is much less developed when Quran
manuscripts are concerned. One reason for this may be found in the fear among numerous Muslims that to even
ask the question of which manuscript evidence is more reliable already puts one outside the fold of Islam.
Other Muslims dismiss the corrections in the early Quran manuscripts by claiming that the source of preservation is
memorization of the Quran by many since earliest times, not written scripture. However, the reason why the Quran
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Ibid, preface xxiv
The photographic evidence with a summary description are taken from a Power Point presentation, '20 EXAMPLES OF
CORRECTION IN EARLY QUR’AN MANUSCRIPTS Assessment by Dr Jay Smith of Dr Dan Brubaker’s Corrections, May 25, 2019
Pfander-UK' by kind permission of Dr Jay Smith. A few more examples are added from his presentation.
7
Scholars examined 23 Arabic Qur’ans with different readings and found a total of over 93,000 diacritical variants, as of July
2019. Some arguably change the meaning of the text. The ’Hafs’ version was created in the 9th century. The others had
thousands of variants, from that of ‘Hafs.’ This raises questions as to why ‘Hafs’ was chosen over 'Warsh' and the others?
Furthermore, the Topkapi, Istanbul, and Cairo mushaf (Arabic for codex, book) do not follow a single reading but a combination
of different readings. Did a Canon of approved readings only later come into being?
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This raises the question of why Quran manuscripts had to be destroyed by burning so early under Uthman according to Sahih
al-Bukhari: vol. 6, bk. 61, no. 510.
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See footnote 8
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See footnote 16
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had to be written down and collected into one book in the first place, was partly because people memorized the
Quran differently. This becomes clear when widely accepted hadith are examined.15 As the saying goes, "a chain is
only as strong as its weakest link."
Dr Dan Bubecker examined early Quran manuscripts, dated betweem 7th to 10th centuries AD, none of which are
100% complete and from the time of Uthman. They include:
Topcapi manuscript in Istanbul, Samarkand manuscript in Tashkent, Ma'il manuscript in London, Petropolitanus
manuscript in Paris, Husaini manuscript in Kairo, Sana manuscript in Sana, Marcel manuscripts in St Petersburg and
in Doah, also known as Umayyad Codex of us ā .”

There are 7 types of consonantal variants areas Dr Bubecker observed:
• Insertions (words added, a post procuction addition)
• Erasures (intentional removal of text. Removal and overwriting)
• Erasures Overwritten (different words written overtop. Letters added in new script and ink after the original)
• Overwriting without Erasures (to restore a portion of text that has faded with time)
• Selective Coverings (intentional changes directly over portions of text)
• Selective Coverings Overwritten (writing added into the text over the top of tape)
• Tapings (a patch appears to be serving some other purpose than the repair of the page)

The photographic evidence will now be shown:
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More examples from additional sources:
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Assessment
The consonantal variants (not different Qira’at, or Ahruf variants) presented so far were mostly done to correspond
to the Hafz text, made the standard text in 1924. It is named after Imam Hafz who died around 796 BC in Kufa,
south of Baghdad in Iraq about 144 years after the death of Muhammad. About 95 % of Muslims recite the Hafz
Quran. Besides him we have the Warsh and the Duru Quran. The Hafz Quran was used during 16th to 17th
centuries at the height of the Ottoman empire.
In 1924 the Hafz Quran was declared to be the official Quran in Kairo, Egypt, only. This came about because high
school students were using different versions of the Quran for their tests and came up with different answers. They
went to Prof Muhammad b. ‘Ali al-Husayni al-Haddad16 to come up with one standard version of the Quran. He
decided on the Hafz Quran. There were five different Hafz Qurans. Al-Haddad did not say why he went for the
Otoman Hafz version. They took the other Qurans that disagreed with it into a boat and sank them into the Nile.17
Utman did the same by burning the Qurans to try to get rid of Quran's that differed.
Between 1926 and 1934 they had six different variations of the Quran according to Prof Gabriel Said Reynolds. In
1936 the Egyptian government decided to make the Hafz version of the Quran Egypt wide the Quran. It was named
16

For the names of the other principal scholars, a precise description of the two original editions of the mushaf and details
regarding the work of the scholarly committee, see G. Bergsträsser, Koranlesung in Kairo,” Der Islam 20, 1932, 3–4.
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Gabriel Said Reynolds (Ed.), The Qur’an in its historical context, (London & New York: Routledge, 2008) pgs. Introduction, and
pages 2-3; https://www.academia.edu/4673572/The_Quran_in_its_Historical_Context_-_Reynolds_et_al Angelika Neuwirth, &
Nicholas Sinai, (Eds.), The Qur’an in Context: Historical and Literary Investigations into the Qurʾānic Milieu, Leiden/Boston: Brill,
2010, p. 1 https://ia800406.us.archive.org/31/items/TheQuranInContext/The%20Quran%20in%20Context.pdf
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the King Faruuk edition because he ascended to the throne. This made it the one standard text for all the high
school students all over Egypt, not just in Kairo. Only In 1985 King Faad of Saudi Arabia decided to make the Hafz
text the world wide Quran standard text.

Dr Daniel Brubaker comes to these conclusions in his book under discussion:
• Differences of perception about correct words existed, which then were later corrected, for standardization.
• Some of these differences had to do with geographical regions, which exceeds Qira’at boundaries.
• These differences continued for several centuries, the largest found in Sana’a and Birmingham palimpsests.
• As there were some corrections which deviated from the 1924 text, this suggests they happened before 1924.

Further Conclusions made by others:
• We must make assertions, including why so many corrections seem to suggest intentional standardization?
• Yet, some deviations were found suggesting flexibility, or possible ineptitude.
• It was finalized in 1924. Yet, the earliest manuscripts still needed to be standardized.
• Possibly the greater majority of the corrections are less than 95 years old (at the time of production of this video,
July 2019)
This study has shown that the early Quranic manuscripts disagree with the Quran we have today, except were the
corrections have been made. Muslims can no longer claim that the Quran is eternal, complete, sent down,
uncorrupted and undchanged. The Quran, like every other book, has a history of development. It was written,
corrected and canonised by men and for men.

Where do you go from here?

If you are a Muslim studying this, you may be moving through various states of shock,
denial, doubt, anger and questions now and in the days to come:
"If Allah failed his promise to protect the Quran, the fundamental corner stone of Islam,
what other promises will he fail to keep?"
"Is Islam one of many false religions?"
"If Muslim scholars say these examples are simple copyist errors, what are we to make of
those who are clearly not?"
"If the source of Quran preservation is memorization, not written scripture, why did
early reciters (Hafiz) differ to such an extent that the need arose to write down the Quran
as a book in the first place?
"If the Quran, said to be the word of Allah, has changed, where can I turn to? I might as
well stop believing in Allah."
Please do not despair and find comfort in these words from the Injeel:
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In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. 2 He was with God
in the beginning. 3 Through him all things were made; without him nothing was made that has been
made. 4 In him was life, and that life was the light of all mankind. 5 The light shines in the darkness, and
the darkness has not overcome it.
. . . .9 The true light that gives light to everyone was coming into the world. 10 He was in the world, and
though the world was made through him, the world did not recognize him. 11 He came to that which
was his own, but his own did not receive him. 12 Yet to all who did receive him, to those who believed in
his name, he gave the right to become children of God— 13 children born not of natural descent, nor of
human decision or a husband’s will, but born of God.
14

The Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us. We have seen his glory, . . . 17 For the law
was given through Moses; grace and truth came through Jesus Christ. . . " (John 1)
Dear Muslims, what you have falsely been led to believe about the Quran, that it is the eternal, complete and
unchanged word, sent down, is not true of any book but only of Jesus Christ, the living Word of God! The fact
that, 'he became flesh and made his dwelling among us', fits perfectly, like the last piece of a puzzle, in God's big
story with humanity.
Four of the five following stories are recorded in both, the Bible and the Quran. Please study them carefully and
you will see that God always took the initiative, a visible step, providing Himself with what was needed to fulfill
the demands of His Holiness, Justice and Love to make people acceptable before Him.
For Adam and Eve God provided clothing to cover the nakedness and shame they became aware of as a result of
their sin. For Cain and Abel God provided the correct way of sacrifice. For Abraham God provided an animal to
ransom his son with a mighty sacrifice. For Moses and the Israelites God provided a sacrifiical system through
priests and the temple in Jerusalem to get certain forgiveness of their sins. For mankind God provided Jesus as the
ultimate fulfillment of all the previous animal sacrifices. They pointed symbolically towards Jesus, the way 18 to get
forgiveness and a restored relationship with God.
Those who ignore this vital truth and instead think, that it is enough to believe in God, do good works and hope for
the best19, dishonour God and His way and therefore will fail. Therefore, please study the above mentioned five
stories in detail here:

Adam and Eve (Adama and Hawa)
When Adam and Eve sinned and discovered they were naked, a horrible shame and fear entered into their lives.
How could they have rebelled against the very Creator and Sustainer of them? They tried to cover their nakedness
with leaves. This attempt to DO something about their shame and fear caused by sin was not enough from God's
perspective. After all, He warned them that the punishment for eating fruit of the one forbidden tree was death.
First, it would be a spiritual death in the sense that they would have to leave paradise, the personal relationship
they enjoyed with God. This would later be followed by physical death. Once a person receives the death sentence,
there is nothing they can do. They are dead! Therefore, God took the initiative and gave them garments of animal
skin to cover their shame instead, pointing to the first sacrifice that deals with the devastating result of sin. (Torah,
Genesis 3:7, 21) In the Quran too God gave them 'clothing to cover their nakedness.' (Surah 7, Al Araf, verse 26).
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Jesus calls himself 'the way, the truth and the life' in John 14:6.
That is basically the message of all religions, except true, Biblical Christianity. It is about a personal relationship with God,
leading to good deeds, out of thankfulness for certainty of salvation, not in order to maybe achieve it.
19
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The Torah, Zabur and Injel describe the word 'sin' as being much more than simply doing wrong things by mistake.
It is also thinking wrongly, caused by a rebellious attitude of disbelief at the heart of everyone's being. From God's
perspective sin is serious, because He is absolutely Holy. Every human being is guilty and deserves judgement.
(Surah 16:1)
Shame only comes as a result of sin. Where there is no actual, consciously committed sin there is no shame, hence
small children do not mind being naked. The Christian concept of original, inherited sin is to be understood, "by
way of inclination, not by way of moral action. All persons are by nature children of wrath (Ephesians 2:3) because
they are born with a tendency to sin, but they are not born in sin in reality. The condemnation over the head of
everyone who comes into Adam’s race is judicial guilt, not personal guilt. We stand condemned before God
because all sinned in Adam our representative (Romans 5:12). This situation can be summarized as follows. We are
not born in sin actually, by action, in reality, personally. We are born in sin potentially, by inclination, in tendency,
judicially."20

Cain and Abel (Habil and Qabil)
Not many details are given in the Quran about the sacrifice of Habil and Qabil. (Surah 5, Al Maida, verse 27). The
Torah and Injil explain that God accepted the animal sacrifice of Abel but rejected the sacrifice of crop made by
Cain. (Genesis 4:3-7). Furthermore, we learn that Abel's sacrifice was better because he brought it by faith.
(Hebrews 11:4). Why did Abel believe he should bring God an animal sacrifice? Could it be in remembrance and
thankfulness to God, because He killed an animal in order to clothe Adam and Eve, so their sin could be
eventually forgiven? The answer will be made clear when the story of Moses (Musa) is considered.

Abraham (Ibrahim)
God provided an animal as a sacrifice instead of the son of Abraham, whom he initially was commanded to kill.
(Surah 37, Al Saffat, verse 107, The Torah, Genesis 22). That animal sacrifice cannot have been a simple act of
worship on Abraham's part because the Quran says, 'we ransomed him with a mighty sacrifice.' The son is much
more valuable than an animal. Could the animal be called 'mighty' because it symbolically pointed to a perfect
sacrifice to come in the future?

Moses (Musa)
Moses was commanded by God to sacrifice animals created and therefore given by God for the absolute certain
forgiveness of the sins of the people of Israel (the Torah, Numbers 19:1-10 and in many other passages).
Muslims commentators such as Yousuf Ali and Maudidi think Surah 2, Al Baqara, verses 67-74 allude to this
wonderful truth too. The Jewish Temple and its priests are also mentioned in Surah 17:1-7 and 5:44. Daily sacrifices
of animals offered by priests for the forgiveness of sins in the Temple were central to the Torah. There is no
covering of shame without the shedding of blood. This is why Leviticus 17:11 says:

"For the life of a creature is in the blood, and I have given it to you to make atonement for yourselves
on the altar; it is the blood that makes atonement for one's life."
Jesus:
No matter how many sacrifices were repeatedly made, they never added up to a complete solution. The fact is, an
animal is not a fair representation for a human.
20

‘When Critics Ask’ Geisler, page 240
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They only pointed to the perfect and sinless sacrifice to come. It's a bit like a cheque. It guarantees money, but
once you have the money you don't need the cheque.
A sacrifice of an animal points to a greater sacrifice. Once that had taken place you don't need the animal sacrifices.
John the Baptist (Yahya) called Jesus, "the lamb of God, who takes away the sins of the world." John was
highlighting that Jesus came to be the perfect sacrifice for sin. (Injeel, John 1:29) Jesus was killed on behalf of all
people in the world to take away the sins, shame, fear and guilt of all those who repent and believe in him (Injeel,
Mark 10:45).
In Injeel, Luke 24:44-47 Jesus says,

“Everything written about me in the Law of Moses, the writings of the prophets, and the Psalms had to
come true." Then he opened the disciples minds to understand the Scriptures and said to them, “This is
what is written: the Messiah must suffer and must rise from death three days later.”
God did indeed confirm his work by raising Jesus back to live on the third day and up to Him about forty days later.
(Injeel, Acts 1:3, 1 Corinthians 15) This path to get certain forgiveness has been promised in the Torah, Zabur and
Injel to all who truly turn around from their selfish lives and believe in God's way. The Quran says Muslims have to
believe in those books (Surah 5:46-48).
From the perspective of God we are naked and in shame because of our sins, but we can be clothed in rightness
through the shedding of blood. This good news has been revealed since the time of Adam and Eve. Through Jesus
he Messiah it is for all people until the end of time. Nothing better can abrogate it because it is all we need.

After all, what could possibly be better than to instantly receive:
- absolute forgiveness of sins
- restoration from shame to honour
- release from fear and guilt
- life to the full
- God’s power in our lives through His Holy Spirit to live His way of justice and mercy.
Jesus is who the prophets wrote about, and only Jesus can offer all this. (Injeel, Mark 2:6, Luke 24:44-47, John
11:25-26) His message is unique and can be summed up as: God is just and loves us - we have all messed up and are
separated from him - religion gone wrong and good deeds are not the answer - Jesus is! - he wants to take our
punishment - repent, believe and follow him! Will you trust him, the true and perfect sacrifice, the eternal, perfect,
living word of God? If so, you can pray this prayer, or something similar, wholeheartedly, to start your personal
relationship with your Creator:
"Almighty God, I have gone the wrong way, ignoring your way, Jesus Christ as described in the Bible. Please
forgive my sins. Thank you for sending Jesus Christ. He paid the punishment of death for sins on my behalf on the
cross, as the final perfect sacrife. I now believe that He rose again from the dead and lives forever more. Please
indwell me with your Holy Spirit and help me to turn around from my old ways to follow you by obeying your
commmands. Thank you for loving me so much and allowing me to enter this personal relationship with you
through Jesus Christ, Amen!"
Congratulations! In order to grow in your faith please read your Bible and pray regularly. Find a community of
followers of Jesus to help you live in this new life God has given you. Do you have questions or comments? Would
you like a free Bible study? Please get in touch: info@christianityexplained.net
(Update: 29 July 2019)
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